
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a manager, project / task. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, project / task

Investigate and analyse specific issues within the discipline of software
engineering, creating recommendation reports, supported by industrial
software engineering practices
To engage in proactively marketing the work of the National Software
Academy and the School of Computer Science & Informatics to facilitate
maximum engagement from new and existing stakeholders
To develop and deliver training as appropriate
To Undertake a variety of administrative duties to support the School and
National Software Academy, particularly relating to engagement with the
wider IT industry
Accountable for all aspects of requirements and manages the hands-on
Responsible for operations including security
Has the communication skills to effectively interface with military officials
Conducing t technical interchanges, and problem tracking and management
Experience in managing customer expectations, requirements definition,
scope management, deployment management, project status reporting,
integrated system project delivery is preferred
Educational requirements are flexible but generally a Bachelor's Degree from
an accredited university in a related business or technical discipline, or the
equivalent combination of education, technical training, or work/military
experience are required

Qualifications for manager, project / task

Example of Manager, Project / Task Job Description
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Ability to travel to all six countries in the region for one to to days twice a
year, and as needed
Ability to conduct research to solve problems and execute solutions
Desire to learn, grow and contribute creative ideas and make the effort to
achieve the team's goals
Ability to work independently without direct supervision yet at the same time
form part of an effective team
High level of punctuality, work ethic and discretion


